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What a strange album this is. In one room, we’ve got a bunch of perfectly
terrifying Batman villains acting like total sops. In the other, a bunch of
cute guys in flannel are trying to sound menacing. On how many other
albums do we get Action Bronson—exactly the kind of guy you’d imagine
plotting to kill Batman from behind a martini in some pulpy comic—
rapping about browsing dating sites while cutesy pop-rappers Twenty
One Pilots get to sing about how scary their friends are? Or how about
Rick Ross, rap’s most creative author of crime fiction, firing off random
shout-outs to Skrillex and the cast of the movie while Imagine Dragons
belt about S&M?

Nothing on Suicide Squad: The Album  makes any sense. It works neither
as a pop compilation nor as an accompaniment to DC’s scene-kid
shoot-‘em-up. It couldn’t be less aesthetically in line with the movie; if you listened to the album without knowing
anything about the film, you might think Suicide Squad was a Western EDM rap opera about a dysfunctional mafia
couple.

Comically-2010s concoctions like Rick Ross’s Skrillex collab “Purple Lamborghini” and Skylar Grey’s “Black
Skinhead”-rip “Wreak Havoc” rub elbows with dated shit like “Fortunate Son” and Eminem’s “Without Me.” I dare you
to listen to Eminem snivel “two trailer park girls go round the outside ” without your nose filling with the pungent stink
of the Bush era—and that’s before he calls Moby a “fag” and declares nobody listens to techno. Given all the great
old songs in the movie (“Spirit the Sky”! “Seven Nation Army”! “I’d Rather Go Blind”!), it’s weird they’d choose these.
A better pick was War’s “Slippin’ into Darkness,” which is easily the best song here.

A lot of the music here is trash. Kehlani’s “Gangsta” is an ephemeral, edgy R&B sketch about bad-boy/bad-girl love
that’s nowhere near rapturous enough to work. Twenty One Pilots’ “Heathens” is about as convincing as that
Mumford & Sons murder ballad. Panic! At The Disco’s “Bohemian Rhapsody” is more or less a carbon copy of the
original and can thus only be judged by its deficiencies to the Queen version, which are plentiful. (It’s too bad My
Chemical Romance were defunct when this thing was under construction; they could do wonders with this song.)

There are gems. Rick Ross and Kevin Gates are great rappers working on autopilot, so their contributions are at
least entertaining. Lil Wayne’s food-oriented verse on “Sucker for Pain” is fantastic and might just be a better Action
Bronson verse than the one Bronson himself delivers. Grace’s cover of Lesley Gore’s “You Don’t Own Me” is great
aside from an ugly moment where guest G-Eazy apathetically mutters “Okay, but you never fucked with a guy like
me before” as Grace wails in misery. “Slippin’ into Darkness” is an excellent song, as is “Fortunate Son,” though it’s
worth wondering what a song that’s clearly about Vietnam is doing on the album of a movie about a bunch of punk
supervillains trying to save the world from an evil enchantress.

The thing that makes the most sense here is Grimes’s “Medieval Warfare.” Grimes, probably the indie darling most
indebted to the last 20 years of mainstream pop, seems to have been going for avant-garde Avril Lavigne here—just
like Margot Robbie’s Harley Quinn in the movie. It’s all bubble-blowing pop-punk flamboyance. It’s the kind of thing
she could spit out in her sleep, but at least it doesn’t make you question what it’s doing here. It’s almost impossible
not to imagine Robbie strutting through a field of flames, baseball bat and blue hair in tow.
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Less than half of the 50-minute record is worth a listen. But it’s strange enough to serve as a curiosity for future
music fans. Like DC’s cinematic universe, Suicide Squad: The Album  is dizzying in its highs, embarrassing in its
failures and baffling as a high-stakes commercial project. It’s not always fun. In fact, it’s often cringe-inducing. But
listeners might find it worth the effort just for the incredulousness they’ll likely feel. In that way, Suicide Squad: The
Album really is one of a kind.
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